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We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt002

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,

boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt005

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
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0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt006

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt007

inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt0011

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt008

tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt009

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt0014

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
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0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt0016

ruw water geaereerd
water

*14.4667pt159.13359pt0.0pt0020

luchttoevoer

wateraanvoer

geperforeerde plaat

luchtafvoer

ventilator

leegloop

luchtaanvoer

ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,

0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt0017

*14.4667pt159.13359pt0.0pt0021

boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt0018

luchttoevoer

*14.4667pt159.13359pt0.0pt0022

now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt0019

tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
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0.0pt101.26683pt0.0pt0026 water

lucht

menging

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-

0.0pt101.26683pt0.0pt0027

line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,

0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt0028

3,60 m

6.00 m

glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,

0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt0029

glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
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0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt0032

vlokmiddel
dosering

vlokmiddel
dosering

vlokmiddel
dosering

glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt0033

skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance

into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt0035

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday

capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt0038

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
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0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt0039

vlokmiddel 
dosering

vlokmiddel 
dosering

late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt0040

tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt0044

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-

0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt0041

vlokmiddel
dosering

fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-

0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt0042

fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt0047

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
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0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt0049

*14.4667pt72.33345pt0.0pt0053

vlokmiddel
injectie

synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,

0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt0050

*14.4667pt72.33345pt0.0pt0054

synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,

0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt0051

synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-

0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt0052

tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt0056

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
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0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt0059

G in s 100 90 70 50 30 10

T in s 150 150 150 150 150 150

1

inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt0060

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt0061

influent effluent

aftap

keerschotten keerschotten

helling 1% overstort

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt0062

sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt0064

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
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0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt0067

influent effluent

afvoer slib

keerschotten keerschotten

overstort

eindeloze ketting
met schrapers

aandrijving

*14.4667pt188.06697pt0.0pt0069

vlokvormers

vlokafscheiders

slibindikkers

slibafvoer
aanvoer
ruwwater en
chemicaliën

naar
zuivering

mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt0068

*14.4667pt188.06697pt0.0pt0070

ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-

*14.4667pt188.06697pt0.0pt0071

late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-

it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt0073

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
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0.0pt245.93373pt0.0pt0076

beschikbare ruimte voor
grote en kleine moleculen

ruimte alleen beschikbaar
voor kleine moleculen

ruimte alleen beschikbaar
voor oplosbare moleculen

*14.4667pt130.20021pt0.0pt0079

filterbed

spoelwater afvoer

spoelwater toevoer

uwwater toevoer

filtraat afvoer

spoellucht toevoer

tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the

0.0pt245.93373pt0.0pt0077

*14.4667pt130.20021pt0.0pt0080

sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-

0.0pt245.93373pt0.0pt0078

late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-

nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
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0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt0084

filterbed

spoelwater
afvoer

uwwater
oevoer

iltraat 
fvoer

spoelwater toevoer
spoellucht toevoer

*14.4667pt159.13359pt0.0pt0087

water

anthraciet

zand

vervuild filter

schoon filter

ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt0085

*14.4667pt159.13359pt0.0pt0088

late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt0086

it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-

nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
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0.0pt332.73387pt0.0pt0091

filterbodem

filterdop met
gaatjes

filterdop met
spleet

luchtkussen

tussenbodem

filterbed

lucht lucht luchtlucht

water water water water

ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-

0.0pt332.73387pt0.0pt0092

fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-

mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt0094

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-

egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
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0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt0097

1

2

3

4
5

6

filterbed

ruwwater

7

into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt0098

glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the

0.0pt231.46704pt0.0pt0099

water

zand

125 cm

95 cm

steunbalkjes

grind

korrel-
grootte
in mm

1
1,5
3

10
30

-
-
-
-
-

1,5
3

10
30
60

10 cm
10 cm
15 cm
15 cm
15 cm

chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00102

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

0.0pt231.46704pt0.0pt00100

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
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0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt00105

1

2 33

45

6

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt00106

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance

0.0pt101.26683pt0.0pt00107

5

4
6

2
3
1

8

into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00110

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,

0.0pt101.26683pt0.0pt00108

skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
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0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt00113

ontwateringszone perszone wrijvingszone

econditioneerd
lib

slibkoek

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,

0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt00114

pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00118

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,

0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt00115

1 2 3

4

boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,

0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt00116

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00121

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
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0.0pt303.80049pt0.0pt00122
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*14.4667pt231.46704pt0.0pt00124

Technische dienst

Voorlichting

Directie

Procesvoering WinningOntwerp

ProduktieFinanciën Distributie

Project

A

B

C

average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

0.0pt303.80049pt0.0pt00123

*14.4667pt231.46704pt0.0pt00125

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-

*14.4667pt231.46704pt0.0pt00126

now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-

mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00128

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
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0.0pt245.93373pt0.0pt00132

directe
zuivering

recirculatie infiltratie

spoelwater ruwwater spoelwaterzuivering

infiltratiewater reinwater hoofdzuivering

*14.4667pt115.73352pt0.0pt00135

ntrekking beluchting filtratie opslag distributie

slib- en 
spoelwaterbuffer

infiltratie in de ondergrond

overstort naar
oppervlaktewater

periodieke
verwijdering van
bezonken slib (stort)

vuilspoelwater

egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,

0.0pt245.93373pt0.0pt00133

*14.4667pt115.73352pt0.0pt00136

glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-

0.0pt245.93373pt0.0pt00134

fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,

pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
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0.0pt245.93373pt0.0pt00138

onttrekking beluchting filtratie opslag distributie

verloopwater uit indikker en centrifuge
reinwater

vuilspoelwater

deel van de spoelwater- en
slibverwerking dat
minimaal voor 
slibhergebruik nodig is

reinwaterstroom

zandvang en
buffering

lamellen
bezinking

filtratie

UV-
desinfectie

nuttig gebruik of storten
afhankelijk van de 
reststoffenunie

ontwatering

opslag

indikking

slib ca 2% droge stof

slib ca 30% droge stof

spoelwaterstroom

slibstroom

*14.4667pt245.93373pt0.0pt00141

P & O Secretariaat

Direktie

Voorbereiding Ontwerp Uitvoering Beheer Inspectie

AdministratieDistributieProduktie Laboratorium

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-

0.0pt245.93373pt0.0pt00139

*14.4667pt245.93373pt0.0pt00142

now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday

0.0pt245.93373pt0.0pt00140

*14.4667pt245.93373pt0.0pt00143

capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-

*14.4667pt245.93373pt0.0pt00144

egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
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0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00147

P & O Secretariaat

Direktie

AdministratieDistributieProduktie Laboratorium

inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00148

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00149

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,

glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
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0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt00152

Direktie

AdministratieDistributieProduktie Laboratorium

P & O Secretariaat

Ontwerp Uitvoering Logistiek Inspectie

Distributie

boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt00153

nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt00154

synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00156

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
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P & O Secretariaat

Direktie
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sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt00160

*14.4667pt173.60028pt0.0pt00164

because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt00161

inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt00162

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00166

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
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0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00169
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fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00170

tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,

0.0pt101.26683pt0.0pt00171

?

inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-

0.0pt101.26683pt0.0pt00172

ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00174

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
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0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00177

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00178

skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-

0.0pt245.93373pt0.0pt00179
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now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-

0.0pt245.93373pt0.0pt00180

ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00182

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
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0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt00184
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late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt00185

inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-

line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00187

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-

mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
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tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,

0.0pt245.93373pt0.0pt00191

*14.4667pt303.80049pt0.0pt00193

inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

*14.4667pt303.80049pt0.0pt00194

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
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0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt00198

persleiding

pomp

zuigleiding

pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt00199

ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-

0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt00200

water
manometer

stijghoogte in persleiding overstort

stijghoogte in
watervoerend pakket

it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-

0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt00201

it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
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0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00204

drain

zuigslang met
zuigkorf

zand

klei

kllokpomp

it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00205

pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00206

nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00208

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,

pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
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0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt00211
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b. c. taluddrainage

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt00212

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
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cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00216

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-

0.0pt260.40042pt0.0pt00214

egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
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it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt00220

*14.4667pt130.20021pt0.0pt00222

skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-

*14.4667pt130.20021pt0.0pt00223

geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-

ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00225

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
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0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00228
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geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00229

line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-

now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00231

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,

pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
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cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,

0.0pt231.46704pt0.0pt00235

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,

0.0pt231.46704pt0.0pt00236

look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00238

The figure is moved.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00241

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds

0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00243

because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
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boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00249

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00252

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
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0.0pt245.93373pt0.0pt00253
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glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-

0.0pt245.93373pt0.0pt00254

line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00258

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,

0.0pt289.3338pt0.0pt00255

look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-

0.0pt289.3338pt0.0pt00256

it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
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piket

now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-

0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt00263

*14.4667pt101.26683pt0.0pt00266

*14.4667pt86.80014pt0.0pt00269

egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance

0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt00264

*14.4667pt101.26683pt0.0pt00267

*14.4667pt86.80014pt0.0pt00270

into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,

synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
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line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-

it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,

skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00276

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the

chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00279

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
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0.0pt289.3338pt0.0pt00280

699 1543

380 272

P1

P2

D = 600

L = 1500

D = 300

L = 2000

D = 400

L = 4000

D = 500

L = 5000

D = 600

L = 3000 D = 600

L = 5000

synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt289.3338pt0.0pt00281

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00282

Kem Kem Inkoopof

ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00285

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00283

into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
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0.0pt274.86711pt0.0pt00289

max. uuranalyse
min. uuranalyse

normale omstandigheden

eerste schatting

onderzoek leveringszekerheid

definitieve variant

aanpassen variant

aanpassen variant

voldoet aan richtlijn?

voldoet aan eisen?

ja

ja

nee

nee

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

0.0pt274.86711pt0.0pt00290

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00292

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
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0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00294

L, D

L1 1D

L2 2D

L  =1 2L

boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,

0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00295

inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00297

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-

line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00300

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-

mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
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0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00301

wijk

aansluiting in 2 districten

wijk

aansluiting in 3 districten

tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00306

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00302

late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,

0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt00303

of

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt00304

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
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0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00309

of

*14.4667pt188.06697pt0.0pt00311

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00310

*14.4667pt188.06697pt0.0pt00312

skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,

pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00314

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
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0.0pt318.26718pt0.0pt00317

analyse over 24 uren
maximum dag, prognosehorizon

variant uit globale verkenning

onderzoek leveringszekerheid

controle normale bedrijfsvoering
(indien noodzakelijk)

variant gereed voor planningsanalyse

aanpassen variant

aanpassen variant

voldoet aan eisen?

voldoet aan eisen?

ja

ja

nee

nee

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

0.0pt318.26718pt0.0pt00318

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-

egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00320

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
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0.0pt376.13394pt0.0pt00322

capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

0.0pt376.13394pt0.0pt00323

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,

0.0pt376.13394pt0.0pt00324

pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00326

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
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0.0pt477.40077pt0.0pt00328
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Noordwijkerhout

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,

0.0pt477.40077pt0.0pt00329

look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-

0.0pt477.40077pt0.0pt00330

ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds

because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
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0.0pt477.40077pt0.0pt00333
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geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,

0.0pt477.40077pt0.0pt00334

skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-

0.0pt477.40077pt0.0pt00335

it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-

tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
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0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00337
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*14.4667pt202.53366pt0.0pt00344

chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
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0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt00346

*14.4667pt86.80014pt0.0pt00350

fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-

0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt00347

*14.4667pt86.80014pt0.0pt00351

egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,

0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00348

boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,

0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00349

inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
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0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00354

skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-

0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00355

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00357

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,

pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00360

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
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0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt00361

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00366

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-

0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt00362

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,

0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt00363

boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,

0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt00364

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
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through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-

0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt00370

*14.4667pt217.00035pt0.0pt00372

late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday

*14.4667pt217.00035pt0.0pt00373

capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance

into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00375

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
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0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00378

buigend moment

capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-

0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00379

fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,

0.0pt101.26683pt0.0pt00380 dwarskrachten

zetting

average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00383

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

0.0pt101.26683pt0.0pt00381

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
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0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00386
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skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00387

now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
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sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00391

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00389

chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
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0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00394
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5 weken
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2 weken

leveren pijpen
9 weken
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6 weken
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4 weken
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2 weken

pijpen aansluiten
2 weken

in bedrijf stellen
2 weken

*14.4667pt202.53366pt0.0pt00397

mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00395

*14.4667pt202.53366pt0.0pt00398

line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00396

fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00400

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-

late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
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0.0pt462.93408pt0.0pt00403

now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,

0.0pt462.93408pt0.0pt00404

synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,

0.0pt462.93408pt0.0pt00405

skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the

sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00407

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
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0.0pt376.13394pt0.0pt00409

nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,

0.0pt376.13394pt0.0pt00410

skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-

0.0pt376.13394pt0.0pt00411

fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the

chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
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0.0pt260.40042pt0.0pt00414

*14.4667pt245.93373pt0.0pt00418

fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,

0.0pt260.40042pt0.0pt00415

*14.4667pt245.93373pt0.0pt00419

inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

0.0pt260.40042pt0.0pt00416

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,

0.0pt260.40042pt0.0pt00417

inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
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0.0pt390.60063pt0.0pt00421

50
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315 PVC
O

ST

1

2
3

4

5

6

7

fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-

0.0pt390.60063pt0.0pt00422

now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,

0.0pt390.60063pt0.0pt00423

look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the

chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
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0.0pt405.06732pt0.0pt00425

kavelwater

20 40 60 80 100 m

*14.4667pt72.33345pt0.0pt00428

spoelpijp
boorprofiel

aandrijving

fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,

0.0pt405.06732pt0.0pt00426

*14.4667pt72.33345pt0.0pt00429

average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-

0.0pt405.06732pt0.0pt00427

now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-

fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
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0.0pt101.26683pt0.0pt00433

vijzel

waterdichte damwand
doorvoer

afvoer grond

aanvoer spoelwater

waterdicht schot

snijmessenstuurvijzel

skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt101.26683pt0.0pt00434

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00435

vijzel

waterdichte damwand

waterdicht schot cutter

afvoer grond

it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00436

egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
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0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00439

compressor

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance

0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00440

into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds

because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-

geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00444

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
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0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00445

skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-

0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00446

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-

0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00447

egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00452

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-

0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00448

tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
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0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00454

rivier

boorkop richtingsapparatuur geleidebuis

booruitrusting

*14.4667pt72.33345pt0.0pt00458

rivier

spoelbuis
verwijderen

wartel ruimcilinder frees

roduktvoerende pijp

ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00455

*14.4667pt72.33345pt0.0pt00459

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance

0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt00456

rivier

geleidebuis

geleidebuis
aanbrengen

spoelbuis

into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00461

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-

0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt00457

now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
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0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00464

min 10 m

max. 1.5 m

capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-

0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00465

fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

*14.4667pt144.6669pt0.0pt00469

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00466

meetlijn

aslijn a = vereiste afstand
a a

a
a

a
aslijn

meetlijn

pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00467

boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00471

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
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0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt00473

kunststof
snaar

spanner (verzinkt staal)

nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-

0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt00474

nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00476

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-

it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,

skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00479

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
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0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00480

blokzoden

azobe - strokenmat
stempel

maaiveld

*14.4667pt130.20021pt0.0pt00483

00 x 60 BTafsluiter mangat

ontluchter

meetlijn

chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00481

*14.4667pt130.20021pt0.0pt00484

average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00486

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00482

pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-

nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00489

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
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0.0pt217.00035pt0.0pt00491
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*14.4667pt318.26718pt0.0pt00493

knsm-eiland

ertshaven

sporenbrug

spoorwegbassin

borneo

entrepothaven

abattoirterreinveemarkt

entrepot west

middengebied

java eiland

skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-

0.0pt217.00035pt0.0pt00492

*14.4667pt318.26718pt0.0pt00494

ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,

*14.4667pt318.26718pt0.0pt00495

glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
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0.0pt274.86711pt0.0pt00498

vlokmiddel
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vlokmiddel

ekken water

ekken water
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sub

*14.4667pt173.60028pt0.0pt00501

kool fase 1
zand fase 2

drinkwater
spoelwater

vuil spoelwater

koolfiltraat

inwerkwater

snelfiltraat

inwerkwater

spoellucht

spoelwater

late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

0.0pt274.86711pt0.0pt00499

*14.4667pt173.60028pt0.0pt00502

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-

0.0pt274.86711pt0.0pt00500

*14.4667pt173.60028pt0.0pt00503

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,

look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
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0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt00505
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*14.4667pt86.80014pt0.0pt00508

H∆ H∆

glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt00506

*14.4667pt86.80014pt0.0pt00509

average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt00507

look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-

late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
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0.0pt231.46704pt0.0pt00512
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schoonste
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schoonste filter

1 filter
spoelt

now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

0.0pt231.46704pt0.0pt00513

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,

0.0pt231.46704pt0.0pt00514

average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-

geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00516

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
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0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00519

M FIT filters H∆

WK

hydrost.

*14.4667pt43.40007pt0.0pt00522

M
FIT

250 m /u3

1000 m /u3

skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00520

*14.4667pt43.40007pt0.0pt00523

glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00521

now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
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0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00527
0 - 50 Hz

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance

0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00528

into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds

0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00529

lucht inlaat

H hydrostat.

because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,

0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00530

boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00534

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
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0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00535 t (s)6

H∆
mwk)

*14.4667pt188.06697pt0.0pt00537

H

blowers zwanenhals
met onbelaste 
aanloopklep

filterinstallatie

m

m

m

late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00536

*14.4667pt188.06697pt0.0pt00538

it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,

*14.4667pt188.06697pt0.0pt00539

glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00542

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-

0.0pt202.53366pt0.0pt00544

late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
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0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt00547

0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5

0,5

1

1,5

2

0

K1/Bo16

3

0,2 0,5

1,0
2,0

fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt00548

geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,

average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00550

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the

sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00553

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
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0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt00554

M

M

M

M

M

lucht

venturi ruwwater

spoellucht

spoelwater

eerste filtraat

filtraat

lucht

vlotter

nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt00555

synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00558

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt00556

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds

because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00560

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
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0.0pt506.33415pt0.0pt00561
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D
(1-  )Dα

(1-  )Dα

α=90

α90

Ds

α

ξ

fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,

0.0pt506.33415pt0.0pt00562

average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-

0.0pt506.33415pt0.0pt00563

now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-

it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
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0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt00565

vlotter

rubber

skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt00566

ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,

0.0pt245.93373pt0.0pt00567

1 2

3 4

*14.4667pt202.53366pt0.0pt00569

Hh

h

2

1

glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-

0.0pt245.93373pt0.0pt00568

*14.4667pt202.53366pt0.0pt00570

ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
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0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00573

∆H

geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00574

skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-

line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-

it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00576

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
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0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00578

∆H

tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00579

inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00581

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
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0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt00584

∆H

late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt00585

inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00586

∆H

line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

*14.4667pt101.26683pt0.0pt00589

∆H

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00587

late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
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geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the

sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

*14.4667pt57.86676pt0.0pt00595

∆h

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-

ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,

average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

*14.4667pt57.86676pt0.0pt00597

h

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
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glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00600

The figure is moved.

0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00602

h

α

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-

late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00604

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00607

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
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0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt00608

wand

vloer

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt00609

pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00613

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00610

ompen-
uimte

wand

zuigkuil en trechter

vloer

pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00611

look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00616

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
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0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00617

wand

vloer

betonnen zuigkuil

ompen-
uimte

tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00618

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00622

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt00619

ontluchting zuigbocht

zuigbocht

ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt00620

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00625

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
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0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt00627

pompruimte

wand

dak

reservoir

*14.4667pt57.86676pt0.0pt00631

hoogste waterstand

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt00628

*14.4667pt57.86676pt0.0pt00632

geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00629

beluchting

dak

and

egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00630

look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00634

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
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0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt00637

egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt00638

tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00639

ontluchting

dak

wand

10 cmoverstortrand

uitschakelstand
ruwwaterbedrijf
of vulafsluiter

skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00640

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

*14.4667pt115.73352pt0.0pt00642

dak

wand

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
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fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,

skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00644

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-

it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00647

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-

tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
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0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00649

*14.4667pt115.73352pt0.0pt00653

vloer

wand

chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,

0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00650

*14.4667pt115.73352pt0.0pt00654

glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance

0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00651

into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00656

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the

0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00652

chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00659

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
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0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00660

because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00661

capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00665

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt00662

beweegbaar E- stuk

binnen buiten

wand

because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt00663

ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00668

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
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0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00669

*14.4667pt202.53366pt0.0pt00671

ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00670

*14.4667pt202.53366pt0.0pt00672

glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,

*14.4667pt202.53366pt0.0pt00673

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00675

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
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0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt00678

gronddek

kelderdek

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt00679

geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00680

1000 m /u3

1000 m /u3

500 m /u3

1800 m /u3

opslaan

verbruik

zuiveringsbedrijf berging afnemers

tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00683

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00681

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
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0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00686

Tijdelijk metselwerk t.b.v. beproeven

*14.4667pt144.6669pt0.0pt00689

ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,

0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00687

*14.4667pt144.6669pt0.0pt00690

skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-

0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00688

tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00692

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,

skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
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*14.4667pt173.60028pt0.0pt00697
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because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt00696

*14.4667pt173.60028pt0.0pt00698

inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-

*14.4667pt173.60028pt0.0pt00699

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,

skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00701

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
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inspectieruimten

hoogste grondwaterstand

reinwaterkelder

zuiggoot

*14.4667pt115.73352pt0.0pt00707

Li

H

chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt00705

*14.4667pt115.73352pt0.0pt00708

average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt00706

*14.4667pt115.73352pt0.0pt00709

egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds

because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00712

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
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fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,

0.0pt217.00035pt0.0pt00718
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peilbuis

h2

h2

h1

h1

skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-

0.0pt217.00035pt0.0pt00719

ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,

0.0pt217.00035pt0.0pt00720

average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00722

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
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0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt00725

H

H

look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt00726

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00727 tt1 t2

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00728

ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00730

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
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0.0pt217.00035pt0.0pt00733
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cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,

0.0pt217.00035pt0.0pt00734

inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt00735 t = 0 t = 1

tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt00736

skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00738

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
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0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00741

H

2 * H

skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00742

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt00743

H h

Z
NAP

niveau filter peilbuis

ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt00744

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00746

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
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0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt00749

1,20 m + NAP
1,25 m + NAP

?

: 1004 kg/m: 1006 kg/m3 3

90 m - NAP

100 m - NAP

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt00750

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

0.0pt101.26683pt0.0pt00751

? 1,2 +

0,8 +

geinterpoleerde stijghoogtelijn

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,

0.0pt101.26683pt0.0pt00752

skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00754

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
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0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00757

?
1,2 +

,1 +

0,8 +

geinterpoleerde stijghoogtelijn

glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00758

because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,

0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt00759

?
0.8 +

+ 1

+ 0,6

0 5 10 20

+ 2,0
+ 2,5

x

synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00762

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-

0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt00760

egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
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0.0pt260.40042pt0.0pt00765

D

2D

lineaire interpolatie modelberekening

1,0 -
1,5 -

?
3 +

3 -

50 m 50 m

200 m

inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-

0.0pt260.40042pt0.0pt00766

fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt00767

put

stroomlijn

x

v

v

v

x

y

ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00770

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt00768

ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
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0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00773
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R

0

boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00774

look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt00775

2   r

put

r

Vd
Vd

Vd

Vd Vd

Vd

Vd Vd

π

geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00778

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt00776

egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
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0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00781

1000 m  /d3

?
500 m R

k = 30 m/d
10 m

1 + NAP1 + NAP

boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00782

look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-

0.0pt289.3338pt0.0pt00783

S

put
r

r

: put uit
: put aan

Q
S/C

dr

Q + dQ

C

dr

geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00786

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday

0.0pt289.3338pt0.0pt00784

capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
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0.0pt202.53366pt0.0pt00789

Q

rust

spiegelas

ictieve spiegelput

-Q

a a

-dh
dh

glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance

0.0pt202.53366pt0.0pt00790

into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt00791

y

x

y
r

x

r

a a

putpiegelput

12

ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt00792

line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00794

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
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0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00797

h(i-1)

h(i)

h(i+1)

k
D
q

k
D
q

i-1 i i+1
dx dx

1

1

2

2

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00798

average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt00799

i-1,j+2 i,j+2

i-1,j+1 i,j+1

i-1,j i,j i+1,j i+2,j

i-1,j-2 i,j-1 i+1,j-1 i+2,j-1

ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt00800

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00802

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
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0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt00805

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt00806

average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,

0.0pt289.3338pt0.0pt00807

skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-

0.0pt289.3338pt0.0pt00808

egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
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0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00812
: te verdichten gebied

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00813

it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt00814

Q (= constant)

t

t
t

0

1

2

pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt00815

synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00817

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
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0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt00819

dh

dQ=

r
Q Q + dQ

dr

it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt00820

nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00822

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-

nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-

ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00825

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
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0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt00826 : bronnering

A

because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt00827

mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00828

diepte
g

k

m.v.

wσ σ

σ

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00829

because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
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0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt00834

wσ kσ

(h-x)

O
x

m.v.

diepte

natte grond

droge grond

*14.4667pt144.6669pt0.0pt00838

y

v

v

yr

x

v

x

y

x

capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt00835

*14.4667pt144.6669pt0.0pt00839

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00836

A B C

diepte grondwaterstand

opbrengst

look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00837

skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00841

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
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0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt00844

l

l

+1

+2

+3

dx

vdy

v  = kd

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt00845

average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00846

opvoerhoogte

afpomping

skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00847

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00849

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
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0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt00852

opvoerhoogte

skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt00853

average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

0.0pt245.93373pt0.0pt00854

putdeksel

kleilaag

afvoer

onderwaterpomp

vertouring

putfilter

zandvang

boorgat

m.v.

w.v.p. 1

w.v.p. 2

grindomstorting

zand klei

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-

0.0pt245.93373pt0.0pt00855

geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00857

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
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0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00860
uwwaterpomp

vacuumketelP<O

lucht vacuumpomp

zuighoogte

pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00861

boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00862

m.v.

besmettingen/verontreinigingen

look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00863

tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00865

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
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0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00868

look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt00869

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the

0.0pt202.53366pt0.0pt00870

L

d

Q

mstorting

V V

chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,

0.0pt202.53366pt0.0pt00871

glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00873

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
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0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00875 t

h

systematische fout (nulpunt)

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00876

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,

glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00878

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-

ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
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0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00881

h
s

h

r

D

NAP

oorspronkelijke stijghoogte

0

average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00882

ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00883

rivier

a

skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00886

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00884

into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
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0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00889

bouwput

m.v.
t = 0

t = 1

now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt00890

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00894

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00891

kD

r

r
R

1

s1

2

s2

it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00892

synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00897

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
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0.0pt245.93373pt0.0pt00898

putdeksel

kleilaag

m.v.

w.v.p. 1

w.v.p. 2

grindomstorting

zand klei

oorgatweerstand
ilterweerstand

pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds

0.0pt245.93373pt0.0pt00899

because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00900 scheidende kleiveen laag kleistop

now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00903

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00901

skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
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0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt00907

NAP

d

m.v.

*14.4667pt144.6669pt0.0pt00911

gedetecteerde fouten m.b.v. regimecurve (verstopping)

gedetecteerde fout m.b.v. verschilreeks (afleesfout bij meting)

betrouwbaarheidsinterval regimecurve

now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt00908

*14.4667pt144.6669pt0.0pt00912

average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt00909

Kriging interpolatie
n-de graads polygoon
meetpunt

fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt00910

look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
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0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00915

m

m

m

m

m

m

m
m

30 cm < T

15 cm < T < 30 cm

T < 15 cm

late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt00916

geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,

inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00918

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-

now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00921

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
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0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt00922

zee

m.v.

zoet

zout

pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-

0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt00923

late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00927

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00924

hO
s

h

r

NAP

oorspronkelijke stijghoogte

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00925

average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00930

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
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skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
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because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt00941

*14.4667pt144.6669pt0.0pt00945

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt00942
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nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt00943

boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
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egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance

into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
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The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday

capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,

inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00950

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
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now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-

0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt00952

now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00954

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00956

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
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sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

0.0pt564.20091pt0.0pt00959

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance

0.0pt564.20091pt0.0pt00960

into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the

chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
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fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
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skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
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beekdalen dekzand kalkhellingen Zuid-Limburg
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skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,

0.0pt101.26683pt0.0pt00966

*14.4667pt159.13359pt0.0pt00970

inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
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boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-

0.0pt274.86711pt0.0pt00976

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,

glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,

boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
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through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt00980

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00982

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00985

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
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look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00987

*14.4667pt188.06697pt0.0pt00990

mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt00988

*14.4667pt188.06697pt0.0pt00991

average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt00993

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday

capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
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inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the

0.0pt332.73387pt0.0pt00998

*14.4667pt86.80014pt0.0pt001002

sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt00999

nelheids-
erdeling

orrels

a

b

egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt001000

tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
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0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt001005
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zoet
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H

h NAP

skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt001006

into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001008

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,

boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
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0.0pt231.46704pt0.0pt001011

grondwaterbeschermingsgebied

winput

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,

0.0pt231.46704pt0.0pt001012

average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt001013

a

b

p4

p2

p1
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pt

q
v1

q
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geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001016

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt001014

egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
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0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt001019

gravel omstorting

grondwaterstand

piëzometers

h  filterwand∆
h  boorgatwand∆

filterput

kleilaag

watervoerende laag

boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,

0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt001020

boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt001021
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h
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boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001024

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt001022

nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
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0.0pt101.26683pt0.0pt001027

zee
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NAP ?

fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,

0.0pt101.26683pt0.0pt001028

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-

0.0pt274.86711pt0.0pt001029

Laren 1

esterveld

ilversum

Laren

natuurlijke 
afstroming

eistijd vanaf infiltratiepunt
50 jaar
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line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001032

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-

0.0pt274.86711pt0.0pt001030

egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
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0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt001035
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curve A

curve B

curve C
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0

tijd in dagen

capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt001036

*14.4667pt217.00035pt0.0pt001039

average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt001037

it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,

pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001041

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
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sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-

0.0pt202.53366pt0.0pt001045

tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
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look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt001047

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001049

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
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sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,

0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt001053

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,

0.0pt101.26683pt0.0pt001054
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sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-

0.0pt101.26683pt0.0pt001055

line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001057

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
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ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt001061

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt001062
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t
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into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt001063

glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001065

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
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into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt001069

glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the

0.0pt217.00035pt0.0pt001070
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chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,

0.0pt217.00035pt0.0pt001071

skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001073

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
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0.0pt202.53366pt0.0pt001076

toevoer
water

afvoer 
water

Invoer 
sleeplucht

vacuumpomp

geregeld
waterniveau

pakking

skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,

0.0pt202.53366pt0.0pt001077

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-

0.0pt202.53366pt0.0pt001078

toevoer
water

afvoer 
water

compressor

geregeld
waterniveau

pakking

tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,

0.0pt202.53366pt0.0pt001079

look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001081

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
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0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt001084

bovenaanzicht
plaatje

pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt001085

egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt001086

tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt001087

late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001090

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
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nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-

0.0pt217.00035pt0.0pt001095
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water
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water
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A B C

water

lucht

ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,

0.0pt217.00035pt0.0pt001096

average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,

0.0pt217.00035pt0.0pt001097

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001100

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
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boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,

pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001105

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
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0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt001108

borstel

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt001109

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt101.26683pt0.0pt001110

aandrijving

tanden

waterniveau
(bij stilstaand)

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-

0.0pt101.26683pt0.0pt001111

it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001115

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
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0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt001116
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membraan

ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt001117

it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt001118
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capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt001119

ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001123

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
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concentraat

capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance

0.0pt217.00035pt0.0pt001125

*14.4667pt72.33345pt0.0pt001128

into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-

0.0pt217.00035pt0.0pt001126

tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001130

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,

synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
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kwaliteits-
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membranen

line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt001134

*14.4667pt101.26683pt0.0pt001137

geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt001135

boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001139

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-

nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
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0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt001142

water 1-waardige zouten 2-waardige zouten

membraan

ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the

0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt001143

sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001147

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds

0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt001144

water zouten macromoleculen

membraan

because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-

0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt001145

nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001150

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
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0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt001151

water 1-waardige zouten 2-waardige zouten

membraan

fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,

0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt001152

skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001156

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-

0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt001153

water zouten macromoleculen

membraan

line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the

0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt001154

chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001159

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
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homogeen membraan
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"Thin Film Composite" membraan
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otale hardheid
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pH = 8,8

precipitatie
pH = 9,5

uren

mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-

0.0pt202.53366pt0.0pt001162

*14.4667pt86.80014pt0.0pt001166

line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt001163

91

50
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mol %
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CO2 HCO-
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3

fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt001164

look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001168

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
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boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-

0.0pt245.93373pt0.0pt001172

it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
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We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
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mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
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because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the

0.0pt217.00035pt0.0pt001179

sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt001180
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glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt001181

sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
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afvoer korrels
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niet onthard water

DETAIL FLAPPENBODEM

because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,

0.0pt361.66725pt0.0pt001185

average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,

pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001187

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
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We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-

0.0pt303.80049pt0.0pt001191

line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,

look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001193

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-

ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001195

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
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onthard water

overstortgoot

niet onthard water

because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,

0.0pt376.13394pt0.0pt001197

skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-

0.0pt376.13394pt0.0pt001198

it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-

line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001200

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
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positie van 
verplaatsing

opstelling wassen

was 
water

naar de
zuigerpomp

mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-

0.0pt260.40042pt0.0pt001203

*14.4667pt260.40042pt0.0pt001206

ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-

0.0pt260.40042pt0.0pt001204

*14.4667pt159.13359pt0.0pt001207
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1,0
x
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egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-

*14.4667pt159.13359pt0.0pt001208

ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
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capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
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*14.4667pt130.20021pt0.0pt001214
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nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-

*14.4667pt130.20021pt0.0pt001215

late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds

because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
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geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt001221

tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-

late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-

now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
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egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
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tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
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inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-

0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt001225

egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-

egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001227

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
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capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,

0.0pt231.46704pt0.0pt001231

*14.4667pt274.86711pt0.0pt001234

boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-

0.0pt231.46704pt0.0pt001232

geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-

fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001236

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
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line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
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glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
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mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-

ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
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34

average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
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average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
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uitgang koelwater

kijkglaskijkglas ingang droge lucht

ingang koelwater

oestvrij
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pyrex glazen buis inwendig gemetaliseerd
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koelwater

ozon

droge lucht
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doorsnede A - A

A

A

average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
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late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
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synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt001254

nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,

boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
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We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
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tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the

chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
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The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,

synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
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The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,

inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
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mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
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synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
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tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
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line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
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water water
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line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,

0.0pt217.00035pt0.0pt001274

skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-

0.0pt101.26683pt0.0pt001275

filterbed

filterbodem

ruwwater inlaat

filtraat afvoer

filtratie

A

B

C
spui

geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

0.0pt101.26683pt0.0pt001276

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
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0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt001279

terugspoelen

spoelwater afvoer

spoelwater aanvoer

filterbed in expansie

D

E

skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt001280

sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt001281

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,

pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001285

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
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0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt001286

spoelgoot

filtratie terugspoelen

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt001287

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001291

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt001288

korrelmiddellijn

0,4 mm = 400   m

ingeslagen middellijn
(0,155)(400) = 62   mµ

µ

kleideeltje 20   mµ

asterionella 30   mµ

bacillus 2   mµ

Al of Fe vlok 20   mµ

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt001289

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001294

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
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0.0pt231.46704pt0.0pt001296

interceptie diffusie inertie

sedimentatie hydrodyn. akt.

*14.4667pt115.73352pt0.0pt001300

filterbed

water

filter drukverloop

onderdruk

w
e vervuild

f c b druk
(m WK)

diepte

hydrostatisch

w

d

a

0

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-

0.0pt231.46704pt0.0pt001297

*14.4667pt115.73352pt0.0pt001301

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt001298

0
0

c

y

D
ce

co

D

average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt001299

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
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0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt001305
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*14.4667pt434.0007pt0.0pt001308 *14.4667pt434.0007pt0.0pt001309

now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
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0.0pt202.53366pt0.0pt001312

overgangslagen van grind

zandbed

detail vloer met sproeikop

egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-

0.0pt202.53366pt0.0pt001313

nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,

pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
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0.0pt202.53366pt0.0pt001316

d   H2

dH

H H+dH

L

capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds

0.0pt202.53366pt0.0pt001317

because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-

late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001321

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
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0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt001322

toestroming overstort

*14.4667pt115.73352pt0.0pt001325

h2h1 Q

filterbed

spoelwater

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt001323

*14.4667pt115.73352pt0.0pt001326

tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001328

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt001324

because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001331

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
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0.0pt231.46704pt0.0pt001333

a b

*14.4667pt144.6669pt0.0pt001336

overgangslagen van grind

toevoerkanaal geperforeerde buizen
met openingen
aan onderzijde

ontluchting

zandbed

look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-

0.0pt231.46704pt0.0pt001334

*14.4667pt144.6669pt0.0pt001337

now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-

0.0pt231.46704pt0.0pt001335

fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,

synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
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line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance

0.0pt217.00035pt0.0pt001341

*14.4667pt144.6669pt0.0pt001344

*14.4667pt159.13359pt0.0pt001346

into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-

0.0pt217.00035pt0.0pt001342

*14.4667pt159.13359pt0.0pt001347

now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
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0.0pt274.86711pt0.0pt001350

1 - 1,4 mm   0,5 m

1,4 - 2 mm   0,75 m

2 - 2,8 mm   0,75 m

8 - 11 mm   0,3 m

32 - 45 mm   0,15 m
0,05 m

0,8 m

geperforeerde buizen dubbele bodem met spoeldoppen

late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,

0.0pt274.86711pt0.0pt001351

pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-

late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
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0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt001354

rooster

filtermateriaal

steunlaag

spoelwaterruwwater

filtraat

now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt130.20021pt0.0pt001355

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001359

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
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0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt001360

filtraatafvoer

ucht
fzuiging

atertoevoer

afvoer 
spoelwater

toevoer
spoellucht

oevoer
poelwater

glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt001361

now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001365

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance

0.0pt274.86711pt0.0pt001362

oeding

aswater

regelkast

perslucht

filtraat

1
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9
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13
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7
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5

9

into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,

0.0pt274.86711pt0.0pt001363

inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001368

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
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0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt001370

zandbed

waswaterverzamelbak

effluent Dyna Sand filter

waswaterrafvoer

zandwasser

mammoetpomp

schoon zand

H∆

*14.4667pt173.60028pt0.0pt001374

kiezelgoer

zeef

chloor

kijkglasnaar bassin

naar riool

van bassin

pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-

0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt001371

*14.4667pt173.60028pt0.0pt001375

ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt001372

aangeslibd filterbed

draadwinding

kern

gefiltreerde vloeistof

*14.4667pt173.60028pt0.0pt001376

synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt001373

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
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0.0pt231.46704pt0.0pt001380
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ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,

0.0pt231.46704pt0.0pt001381

skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt001382

tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt001383

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
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0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt001386

glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt001387

because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,

synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001389

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,

inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
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0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt001392

mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,

0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt001393

synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001397

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt001394

egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,

0.0pt86.80014pt0.0pt001395

sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001400

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
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0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt001401
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skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt001402

inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001406

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,

0.0pt303.80049pt0.0pt001403
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look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday

0.0pt303.80049pt0.0pt001404

capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
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skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the

0.0pt361.66725pt0.0pt001411

*14.4667pt173.60028pt0.0pt001415

sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-

0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt001412
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velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-

0.0pt173.60028pt0.0pt001413

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
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0.0pt303.80049pt0.0pt001418
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restabilisatie door te grote agitatie

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance

0.0pt303.80049pt0.0pt001419

into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-

geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the

sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001421

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
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nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-

0.0pt231.46704pt0.0pt001424

it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
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mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-

now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
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The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
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pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
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sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
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glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-

ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
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average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
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into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
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sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday

0.0pt115.73352pt0.0pt001441

capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
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synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
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it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds

because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-

geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
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sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,

look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,

glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
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The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-

ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
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The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
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geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
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average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
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The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
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average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
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line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
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The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
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average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
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skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
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mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,

pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
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0.0pt390.60063pt0.0pt001474

voedingscompartiment

overloop effluent

platen

voeding (influent)

slibconus

slibafvoer

afvoer goot

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-

0.0pt390.60063pt0.0pt001475

ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-

0.0pt390.60063pt0.0pt001476

line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,

pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
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0.0pt289.3338pt0.0pt001478

influentaandrijving
roerwerk

effluent

A A
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roerwerkvlokkendeken

oorsnede A-A

*14.4667pt115.73352pt0.0pt001482
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H = 0,5, 1 en 2 m
0,75

cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-

0.0pt289.3338pt0.0pt001479

*14.4667pt115.73352pt0.0pt001483

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt001480

0

0,2

0,4

0,6

0,8

1,0

0 1 2

s (m/h)

H = 0,5, 1 en 2 m
c
c

t

0
(1-    )

geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt001481

inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
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0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt001486
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average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-

0.0pt144.6669pt0.0pt001487

line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip

through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001489

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
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0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt001492
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sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt001493

geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-

0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt001494

K

A

a    Mg
2+ 2+

3 4
2-O   SO  

H
+

2CO

3HCO--

tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001497

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,

0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt001495

skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
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0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt001500

K

A

Ca    Mg
2+ 2+

34
2-SO   NO  

H
+

2CO 3HCO-

-
3HCO-

3HCO-
2CO

H  O H +

(overmaat)

(overmaat)

2

-

H
+

+ +

glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-

0.0pt72.33345pt0.0pt001501

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001505

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-

0.0pt245.93373pt0.0pt001502

concentraat

concentraat

produkt

kathode anode

voeding elektrode
spoeling

elektrode
spoeling

ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-

0.0pt245.93373pt0.0pt001503

mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
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0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt001508

rein water

uw water

voorbehandeling bioreactor nabehandeling

beluchting UV
desinfectie

vacuum
ontluchter

slib indikker

dubbellaags
filter

actief
koolfilter

subtraat
H  /OH

+ -
H  /OH

+ -
PO4

filterpers

O2

3-

*14.4667pt130.20021pt0.0pt001511

spoellucht spoelwater

cascade

infiltratievijverzwavel/kalksteen
denitrificatie

proceswater

vacuum
ontgasser

glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt001509

*14.4667pt130.20021pt0.0pt001512

tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-

0.0pt188.06697pt0.0pt001510

velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds

because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
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0.0pt101.26683pt0.0pt001516

effluent
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CO2

Ca(OH)
2

Ca(OH)
2

CO2

*14.4667pt217.00035pt0.0pt001518 3

max

zand 0,6 - 1,0 mm

20 mJ/cm2

zand 0,8 - 1,25 mm

antraciet 1,2 - 2,4 mm

grind 2,0 - 3,15 mm

grind 2,0 - 3,15 mm

y = 100 m/h

ethanol met fosfaat

ethanol
met fosfaat

p = 5 kPa (95% vacuum)

0,5 mg/l Fe(FeCl )3

v     4 m/h

v     8 m/h

capaciteit = 230 g NO  /m  h3

reinwater

vacuum ontgasser bioreaktor nafilter 1 nafilter 2 UV desinfectie

max

-

geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
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egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the

0.0pt419.53401pt0.0pt001573

bandreinigers en 
microzeven

menging en
vlokvorming

dubbellaags
filtratie

actief koolfiltratie

bekken

maas

bekken

transport

flotatie

ozonisatie

Ca (OH)2

2Cl

2 24 4Al  (SO  )  en H  SO

ClO  ,CO   en  NaOH2 2

chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-

0.0pt419.53401pt0.0pt001574

fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,

skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
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winning opper-
vlaktewater

bekken bekken?

voorzuivering voorzuivering

infiltratie+
terugwinning

infiltratie+
terugwinning

zuiveringzuivering zuivering zuivering zuivering

winning
grondwater

winning oever-
infiltraat

nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt001578

boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-

0.0pt159.13359pt0.0pt001579

egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001581

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,

synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
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dx

A

*14.4667pt130.20021pt0.0pt001587

vlakke lozing

U

U

Z Z Z

C C C

X

X

X X

line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,

0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt001585

*14.4667pt130.20021pt0.0pt001588

skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-

0.0pt57.86676pt0.0pt001586

*14.4667pt130.20021pt0.0pt001589

geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001591

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-

nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
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ONTWERP-BESCHIKKING

AANVRAAG

verlenging

nee nee

ja ja

bekendmaking
aanvraag MER plicht?

evt. aanvulling van gegevens

bekendmaking

bezwaren adviezen evt. gedachten-
wisseling

BESCHIKKING

BEROEP AFDELING GESCHILLEN

bekendmaking

ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-

0.0pt491.86746pt0.0pt001595

mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,

0.0pt491.86746pt0.0pt001596

boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,

skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
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opstellen van een algemene- en proces-
beschrijving

vaststellen van de bronnen van milieubelasting

lucht water bodem risico geluid afval

bestrijdingsmaatregelen aan de bron

restbelasting berekenen met behulp
van modellen

toetsing restbelasting aan milieu-
kwaliteitseisen van de overheid

eventueel aanvullende maatregelen
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maanden

opstellen ontwerpbeschikking

binnen 2 maanden niet ontvankelijk verklaren

binnen 3 maanden verzenden ontwerpbeschikking

moment van bekendmaking ter inzagelegging
(binnen 2 weken)

indienen v.n. bezwaren
(vaste termijn van 1 maand)

opstellen definitieve beschikking

binnen 6 maanden verzenden definitieve beschikking

moment van bekendmaking ter inzagelegging
(binnen 2 weken)

beroepmogelijkheid bij Raad van State
(vaste termijn van 1 maand)

beschikking wordt van kracht

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

indienen van de aanvraag
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50
45

40

because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the

0.0pt231.46704pt0.0pt001602

chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
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into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-

it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-

geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,

glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.

0.0pt14.46669pt0.0pt001611

The figure is moved.

We thrive in infor-
mation--thick worlds
because of our mar-
velous and everyday
capacity to select, ed-
it, single out, struc-
ture, highlight, group,
pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, orga-
nize, condense, reduce,
boil down, choose, cat-
egorize, catalog, classi-
fy, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, iso-
late, discriminate, dis-
tinguish, screen, pi-
geonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend,
inspect, filter, lump,
skip, smooth, chunk,
average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, out-
line, summarize, item-
ize, review, dip into, flip
through, browse, glance
into, leaf through,
skim, refine, enumerate,
glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the
chaff and separate the
sheep from the goats.
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STAP 1

Is sprake van een inrichting als
bedoeld in de Wet milieubeheer?

Wet milieubeheer
niet van toepassing

STAP 2

Is sprake van een inrichting als
bedoeld in het inrichtingen- en ver-
gunningenbesluit?

geen milieubeheer-
vergunning vereist

STAP 3

Gelden vervangende algemene 
regels voor de gehele inrichting?

melding art. 8.41
verplicht

STAP 4

Is sprake van oprichten of in werking
hebben van een inrichting?

milieubeheer
vergunning vereist

STAP 5

Is sprake van veranderen van de
inrichting of de werking daarvan:
- zonder milieugevolgen
- met uitsluitend gunstige gevolgen
voor het milieu

eventueel kunnen nog
aanvullende of instructie-
algemene regels gelden of
vervangende algemene regels
voor onderdelen van de 
inrichting

melding art. 8.19
verplicht

milieubeheer
vergunning vereist

nee

nee

nee

ja

ja

ja

nee

ja

ja

nee


